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Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
              
 

Introduction 

Discovery is closed, and neither the law nor the record support Howard’s 

claims that the Officers violated his constitutional rights while acting under color 

of state law. So to avoid summary judgment, Howard asks this Court to reject the 

record, accept his baseless allegations, and allow him to raise entirely new claims 

against the Officers even though the deadline for amending his complaint 

expired last November. Howard’s last-ditch requests are untimely and don’t 

change the reality that his actual claims are legally deficient and based on utterly 

discredited allegations. 
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Argument 

I. There is no genuine dispute that the Officers acted under color of tribal 
law and are therefore entitled to summary judgment on Howard’s 
Section 1983 claims. 

A. Howard’s assumption that Officer Weidemann did not know his 
enrollment status does not change whether Officer Weidemann 
acted under color of tribal law. 

To salvage his Section 1983 claims, Howard asks this Court to “[a]ssum[e] 

for the moment . . . that Weidemann did not know the enrollment status of the 

alleged speeder [or] the enrollment status of the driver with the purported drunk 

driver’s breath.” Dkt. 54 at 19-20.1 The Court need not make such an assumption 

and in any event, doing so wouldn’t change whether Officer Weidemann acted 

under color of state law. 

As the Officers already explained, Officer Weidemann cited Howard for 

violating tribal law, not state law, which demonstrates that he knew Howard’s 

enrollment status. Dkt. 34 at 9. In addition, Howard’s vehicle had license plates 

issued by the White Earth Band of Ojibwe. Dkt. 37-4. Furthermore, Howard 

stated he was a tribal member. Dkt. 37-4. Thus, the Court should not assume that 

Officer Weidemann did not know Howard’s enrollment status. Rather, it should 

 
1 Notably, Howard does not reference Sergeant Meyer with respect to his 
arguments in support of his Section 1983 claims. Dkt. 54 at 19-20. 
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conclude that there is no genuine dispute that he knew Howard was an enrolled 

member. 

Even if Officer Weidemann had not known Howard’s enrollment status, 

however, he still was not acting under color of state law. There is no authority for 

the proposition that whether someone acts under color of state law depends on 

whether they subjectively thought they were acting under color of state law. Dkt. 

54 at 19-20. Moreover, as the Officers explained in their initial brief, it does not 

matter whether Officer Weidemann did not know Howard’s enrollment status—

nor does it even matter whether Howard was a member. 

To act under color of state law, a person must “have exercised power 

possessed by virtue of state law and made possible only because the wrongdoer is 

clothed with authority of state law.” West v. Atkins, 487 U.S. 42, 49 (1988) (quotation 

omitted) (emphasis added). Indian tribes, however, have inherent authority to 

conduct brief detentions to investigate potential violations of state or federal law 

committed by members or nonmembers in Indian country. United States v. Cooley, 

141 S. Ct. 1638, 1641-43, 1645-46 (2021). Howard did not dispute this. Compare 

Dkt. 34 at 17-21, with Dkt. 54 at 19-20, and forfeited any argument on this point. 
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B. Howard’s attempt to salvage his case by asserting new claims 
under Bivens is untimely, prejudicial, and meritless.  

Acknowledging the legal deficiency of his Section 1983 claims, Howard 

tries to raise entirely new claims under Bivens v. Six Unnamed Agents of the Federal 

Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). To do so, he assumes that if the Officers 

did not act under color of state law, “then they acted under color of federal law” 

and argues that he put the Officers on notice for Bivens claims. Dkt. 54 at 18-19. In 

both respects, Howard is wrong. 

Counts I and III of Howard’s complaint state that they are for violations of 

his constitutional rights “THROUGH 42 U.S.C. § 1983.” Dkt. 1 at 9-10. And 

although Howard seems to suggest that this is the only time “he mentioned 

§ 1983,” it’s not. Dkt. 54 at 3. Howard’s jurisdictional statement provides that 

“[t]his lawsuit asserts claims under United States law, specifically, U.S. Const. 

amend. IV and XIV, through 42 U.S.C. § 1983.” Dkt. 1 at 2 (emphasis added). 

Furthermore, his request “[r]easonable attorney fees . . . for . . . Claims I and III, 

per 42 U.S.C. § 1988.” Dkt. 1 at 12. And he alleges that citation number 

001918001676 (the “citation”) references the Becker County Attorney’s Office as 

the prosecuting authority and that the Officers “were acting as the agents of 

Becker County, not White Earth Band.” Dkt. 1 at 6. 
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Even now, Howard argues that he has claims under Section 1983. Dkt. 54 

at 19-20. For this, he continues to rely on references to the State of Minnesota and 

the Becker County Attorney’s Office on the citation, as well as the Cooperative 

Law Enforcement Agreement Between the White Earth Reservation of Chippewa 

Indians and Becker County, Minnesota (the “Cooperative Agreement”). Dkt. 54 

at 19. He did not merely “mention” § 1983. He alleged claims under Section 1983, 

and missed the November 5, 2020 deadline to amend his complaint to add Bivens 

claims. See Dkt. 18 at 2. 

To sidestep this obvious point, Howard relies on Johnson v. City of Shelby, 

574 U.S. 10 (2014), claiming that his Section 1983 claims were sufficient to put the 

Officers on notice of Bivens claims. Dkt. 54 at 3, 16-18. In Johnson, the plaintiffs 

sued the city for violating their due-process rights under color of state law but 

failed to specifically invoke Section 1983. 574 U.S. at 10. The Supreme Court 

concluded that their failure to invoke Section 1983 was not fatal to their claims 

because they had “stated simply, concisely, and directly events that, they alleged, 

entitled them to damages” under Section 1983. Id. at 12. 

This case is entirely different. Unlike in Johnson, the Officers have not 

argued that Howard failed to adequately allege his claims by failing to invoke a 
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legal theory (like Section 1983). Howard expressly alleged a legal theory for his 

claims against the Officers: Section 1983. Dkt. 1 at 2, 9-10, 12. That’s why the 

Officers have argued on summary judgment that the law and record do not 

support Section 1983 claims rather than arguing that he didn’t plead a legal 

theory. 

Furthermore, unlike in Johnson, there is a serious notice deficiency with 

respect to Bivens claims in this case. As in Johnson, Howard’s complaint does not 

invoke Bivens. But more importantly, Howard’s complaint doesn’t contain 

allegations sufficient to put the Officers on notice that he was alleging that they 

acted under color of federal law. See generally Dkt. 1. On the contrary, he 

specifically alleges that the Officers “were acting as the agents of Becker 

County.” Dkt. 1 at 6. And Howard specifically references Sections 1983 and 1988 

on numerous occasions. Dkt. 1 at 2, 9-10, 12.2 Even now, he relies on the citation 

and the Cooperative Agreement as evidence that the Officers acted under color 

of state law. Dkt. 54 at 19-20. Howard’s allegations that the Officers acted under 

 
2 Importantly, in Johnson, the Supreme Court noted that the plaintiffs could 
simply amend their existing claims to include reference to Section 1983. 574 U.S. 
at 12. Here, Howard alleged and maintains that Counts I and III are Section 1983 
claims. So he would have to add claims to his complaint in order to properly 
assert them. 
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color of state law and omission of any allegations that they acted under color of 

federal law are significant. 

Whether a person acts under color of federal law is generally a fact-

intensive inquiry. See Beam v. Naha, 783 Fed. App’x 715, 716 (9th Cir. 2019) 

(noting a four-factor analysis for assessing whether a person engages in 

government action). It also may involve wholly unique legal questions. But 

because the Officers were only on notice of allegations that they acted under 

color of state law, they had no reason examine legal or factual issues regarding 

whether they could have been acting under color of federal law. Nor (obviously) 

did they have a reason to move for summary judgment on Bivens claims. 

For Howard to raise Bivens claims months after discovery closed and the 

deadlines for amending pleadings and filing dispositive motions passed would 

drastically prejudice the Officers.3 This case would quite literally need to start 

from the beginning, with an amendment to the complaint, a new answer, more 

discovery, and likely more dispositive-motion practice. The duplicative costs and 

 
3 Howard cannot claim that he had no reason to know that Bivens claims were 
available to him because the Officers put Howard on notice about the White 
Earth Band of Ojibwe’s relationship with the United States very early in this case. 
See, e.g., Dkts. 13 at 27 (asserting a defense under the Federal Tort Claims Act (the 
“FTCA”)), 39 ¶ 5, 39-5 (disclosing 2018 Annual Funding Agreement with the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs). 
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resources necessary to begin this frivolous case anew would offend to the public 

interest in “the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action and 

proceeding.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 1. And the potential further loss of witnesses and 

evidence could hamper the Officers’ ability to preserve their positions. Finally, it 

would render the scheduling order pointless and eliminate any sense of certainty 

in this litigation. See Dkt. 18 at 2. 

Even if this Court allowed Howard to assert unpleaded Bivens claims at 

this late stage, those claims couldn’t survive summary judgment. Howard didn’t 

rebut the Officers’ argument that they were acting under the White Earth Band of 

Ojibwe’s inherent authority and tribal law. Compare Dkt. 34 at 11-21, with Dkt. 54 

at 18-19. Furthermore, he provided no explanation or evidence to support his 

position that the Officers were acting under color of federal law other than the 

White Earth Band of Ojibwe’s Section 638 contract. Dkt. 54 at 19-20.4 This reliance 

is meritless. 

 
4 Although the United States substituted as defendant for Howard’s common-
law tort claims, the U.S. denied that the Officers were acting as federal 
employees for any purpose other than the FTCA. Dkts. 27-1, 27-2. And in fact, 
“an entity may be a federal actor for some purposes but not for others.” Beam, 
783 Fed. App’x at 717 (quotation omitted). 
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Tribal officers and employees are not subject to Bivens actions. See, e.g., 

Beam, 783 Fed. App’x at 716-17 (concluding that tribal school administrators were 

not federal actors despite receiving federal funding). Courts have even reached 

this conclusion where, as here, a tribal law-enforcement officer operates under a 

Section 638 contract with the United States. See, e.g., Dry v. United States, 235 F.3d 

1249, 1254-55 (10th Cir. 1998) (concluding that tribal law-enforcement officers 

acting under Section 638 contract were not federal officials or acting under color 

of federal law for purposes of Bivens claims); Boney v. Valline, 597 F. Supp. 2d 

1167, 1174-78 (D. Nev. 2009) (same). Without some evidence to establish a 

genuine dispute as to whether the Officers were acting under color of federal 

law, Howard’s newly asserted Bivens claims could not survive summary 

judgment. 

II. The Officers’ conduct did not violate any of Howard’s clearly 
established rights and they are therefore entitled to summary judgment 
on Howard’s Section 1983 (and to the extent applicable, Bivens) claims. 

For law-enforcement officers, a claim of qualified immunity involves a 

two-question analysis: “First, did they violate a constitutional right? Second, was 

the right clearly established?” McManemy v. Tierney, 970 F.3d 1034, 1038 (8th Cir. 

2020). Here, there is no genuine dispute that both questions must be answered in 

the negative. 
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A. There is no genuine dispute that neither Officer unreasonably 
prolonged the seizure nor used excessive force. 

The Officers have presented this Court with substantial evidence 

regarding the April 27, 2018 encounter between the Officers and Howard, as well 

as case law and an expert opinion from Mark Bruley, a deputy chief of police 

with 25 years of law-enforcement, training, and internal-investigation 

experience, to evaluate those events. Dkts. 34 at 21-39, 38-2, 38-3 at 1. Bruley 

provided a detailed and thorough review of the Officers’ conduct, as well as an 

explanation of how and why both Officers’ conduct comports with standard 

practices and training in the law-enforcement field. Dkt. 38-3. This included a 

thorough explanation of why Officer Weidemann had sufficient cause to initiate 

the stop and reasonable suspicion to continue the stop as a brief detention, why 

the length of the detention was appropriate, and why Officer Weidemann 

escalated his use of force when he did and why it was appropriate for him to do 

so. Dkt. 38-3. Bruley concluded that both Officers acted completely consistently 

with standard practice and training. Dkt. 38-3 at 9. 

In response, Howard simply reverts to his allegations, and provides a 

subjective assessment of the Officers’ conduct under his version of events. Dkt. 

54 at 20-26. In doing so, he seems to suggest that in resolving the Officers’ 
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motion, this Court must accept all his allegations as true and simply reject any 

evidence that contradicts them. But that is not the law. 

“At the summary judgment stage, facts must be viewed in the light most 

favorable to the nonmoving party only if there is a ‘genuine’ dispute as to those 

facts.” Scott v. Harris, 550 U.S. 372, 380 (quoting Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c)). “[T]he mere 

existence of some alleged factual dispute between the parties will not defeat an 

otherwise properly supported motion for summary judgment; the requirement is 

that there be no genuine issue of material fact.” Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 

U.S. 242, 247-48 (1986). Thus, “[w]hen opposing parties tell two different stories, 

one of which is blatantly contradicted by the record, so that no reasonable jury 

could believe it, a court should not adopt that version of the facts for purposes of 

ruling on a motion for summary judgment.” Scott, 550 at 380. 

These admonitions are particularly relevant where video evidence “clearly 

contradicts the version of the story” told by the nonmoving party. Id. at 378. 

Under those circumstances, courts should view the facts “in the light depicted by 

the video[]” evidence. Id. at 380-81. 

Here, Howard’s version of the facts is “utterly discredited by the record,” 

including clear video evidence. Id. at 380. For instance, Howard claims that there 
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is no objective basis for the Officers’ assertion that Howard was speeding. Dkt. 54 

at 21. But body-camera footage shows that the dash-mounted radar had a 

readout of 43 miles per hour, 13 miles per hour over the speed limit. Dkts. 37-3, 

37-4, 38-3 at 6. Similarly, Howard suggests that Officer Weidemann had no basis 

to suspect that Howard might be intoxicated, Dkt. 54 at 21, even though body-

camera footage shows Howard speeding, failing to pull over for Officer 

Weidemann for over a minute, attempting to leave the scene despite seeing 

Officer Weidemann in full uniform, and becoming defensive, agitated, and 

belligerent with Officer Weidemann without provocation. Dkts. 35-2, 37-4, 37-5, 

37-6, 37-7. The footage also shows Howard admitting to drinking and asking to 

be tested. Dkt. 37-4.  

Howard also claims that his detention was unreasonably long because the 

Officers administered a Breathalyzer four times. Dkt. 54 at 22. But again, body-

camera footage shows that the time spent administering the tests was only a 

minute and a half and that Weidemann administered the breathalyzer three 

times because Howard failed to produce a readout on multiple attempts, leading 

to Officer Weidemann having to manually capture a reading. Dkt. 37-6. It also 

shows that Howard had previously failed to comply with a horizontal gaze 
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nystagmus test. Dkt. 37-6. Finally, Howard claims that he made no attempt to 

flee and did not resist during his encounter with Officer Weidemann. Dkt. 54 at 

24. The video evidence contradicts this. Dkts. 35-2, 37-4, 37-5, 37-6, 37-7. When 

the Court properly contrasts the facts as depicted by the video and other evidence 

submitted by the Officers against Howard’s allegations of how he remembers 

things, there is no genuine dispute that the Officers did not unreasonably 

prolong the detention or use excessive force. 

B. Even if there were a genuine dispute regarding prolonged seizure 
or excessive force, Howard hasn’t directed the Court to case law 
that squarely governs the specific facts at issue. 

Even if this Court were to conclude that Howard has managed to establish 

a genuine issue as to whether the Officers unreasonably prolonged the detention 

or used excessive force, Howard has failed to meet his burden to “point to a case 

that squarely governs the specific facts at issue.” McManemy v. Tierney, 970 F.3d 

1034, 1040 (8th Cir. 2020) (quotation omitted). In fact, he only directs this Court to 

a few cases to demonstrate clearly established rights. Dkt. 54 at 20-26. First, he 

cites Minnesota v. Dickerson, 508 U.S. 366 (1993), for the proposition that a traffic 

stop must be supported by probable cause and that an extension of that stop 

must be supported by reasonable suspicion that criminal activity is afoot. Dkt. 54 

at 20-21. But Dickerson, which addressed the question of whether “the Fourth 
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Amendment permits the seizure of contraband detected through a police officer’s 

sense of touch during a protective patdown search,” 508 U.S. at 368, has no 

bearing on the conduct involved here. It certainly does not squarely govern the 

specific facts at issue here. McManemy, 970 F.3d at 1040.5 

Next Howard relies on Blazek v. City of Iowa City, 761 F.3d 920 (8th Cir. 

2014), for the proposition that “‘a gratuitous and completely unnecessary act of 

violence is unreasonable’” when a person is subdued and restrained in 

handcuffs. Dkt. 54 at 24. Howard doesn’t explain how Blazek squarely governs 

the facts at issue here, however. In Blazek, after the suspect was subdued and 

handcuffed, the officers allegedly “gratuitously ‘jerked’ him from the floor onto 

the bed, using enough violent force to cause significant injury.” 761 F.3d at 926. 

Here, the video evidence shows that the Officers did not use gratuitous violence 

to injure Howard after he was subdued. Indeed, Bruley opines that every act of 

force used by Officer Weidemann was minimal and appropriate. Dkt. 38-3. And 

Howard himself acknowledges that his only alleged injury was aggravation to 

 
5 Howard also cited Rodriguez v. United States, 575 U.S. 348 (2015), which 
involved a prolonged detention for a drug-detection dog to search a vehicle 
based on nothing more than an observed traffic violation. Dkt. 54 at 22. Here, 
Howard exhibited several indications that he might have been driving while 
intoxicated. 
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his “eggshell shoulder.” Dkt. 54 at 25. As the Eighth Circuit has explained, when 

“some force [is] reasonably required to arrest and handcuff [a suspect], . . . 

relative minor scrapes and bruises and the less-than-permanent aggravation of a 

prior shoulder condition [are] de minimis injuries that support the conclusion that 

[an officer] did not use excessive force.” Wertish v. Krueger, 433 F.3d 1062, 1067 

(2006). Thus, Blazek does not squarely govern the Officers’ conduct.6 

Simply put, Howard has failed to meet his burden to present this Court 

with a case that squarely governs the Officers’ conduct. Therefore, they are 

entitled to qualified immunity. 

Conclusion 

Howard’s response recognizes the legal and evidentiary deficiencies in his 

claims against the Officers. So he asks this Court to simply reject the record, 

accept his baseless allegations, and allow him to raise entirely new claims. This 

Court should decline his request and grant the Officers’ motion for summary 

judgment. 

 

 
6 This analysis assumes the injuries Howard claims even though body-camera 
footage shows Howard using his allegedly injured shoulder and wrists without 
any complaint or other manifestation of discomfort throughout the encounter. 
Dkts. 37-5, 37-6. 
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Dated: August 10, 2021  /s/Peter Rademacher     
Vanya S. Hogen (MN #023798X) 
Peter J. Rademacher (MN #0396334) 
Hogen Adams PLLC 
1935 County Road B2 West, Suite 460 
St. Paul, MN 55113 
Phone: 651-842-9100 
Email: vhogen@hogenadams.com 

prademacher@hogenadams.com 
 
Counsel for Defendants Officer Ben 
Weidemann and Sergeant Brandon Meyer 
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